
Bluebird really do understand what the word 'care' means. I would strongly recommend them.  
Top class service 

Highly recommend. My old dad was exceptionally
well looked after by this wonderful team of
people. They would even take time out in their
busy schedule to write me little messages about
him on a daily basis. Excellent communication from
care provider, kind and compassionate
throughout. Made a point of getting to know the
bones of dad. We were incredibly pleased and
thankful that we found Bluebird Care.

My mum-in-law, who is 97, needs more help
and assistance and cannot be on her own
during the day. I will shortly be returning to
work and wanted to get mum's care during the
day settled before I return. I have been very
impressed with the level of service. Everyone
is warm, friendly and very professional

Testimonials
as reviewed and authenticatd on 
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Customer ~ R.A

Customer ~ Gordon B 

I have carers 4 times a week for 30 minutes at
lunchtime. They are very friendly and helpful.
They are nearly always punctual but I
appreciate the fact that they let me know if
they are delayed by a telephone call. I enjoy
the friendliness and social contact and their
help which means I can stay in

Customer ~ RK 

Daughter in law of Customer 

Family friend of Customer ~ MC

My mother looks forward to the Bluebird
carers coming each day. They are all very
pleasant and communicate well if there are
any issues that I need to be aware of. The
management team are easy to deal with,
helpful and responsive. Highly
recommended.

Daughter of Customer ~ MH

Daughter of Customer  ~ Sue F

Very pleased with the care. All the staff
very good but a special mention for
Elisha Kent who is not only caring but
excellent at cleaning as well

We have great carers, very willing to
help, and we have a laugh. Feels like
a family than carers.
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